Retail Cash System

Open Architecture

Point of Sale

Software for the

Enlightened Retailer
The BreakPoint 2K Retail Cash System is an operating system of precision engineered Visual C++ programs designed exclusively to perform cash register operations on a computer. This compact and brilliantly constructed software performs virtually every cashier operation known to Man with open architecture integration capability, lightning speed, and impeccable performance that only C Language programs can deliver.

BreakPoint is fast and cashier friendly. Each cashier function has been carefully analyzed to enable optimum keystroke efficiency and enhanced functionality within a familiar cashier environment.

BreakPoint is hardware transparent, using popular OPOS drivers to support an unlimited assortment of cash drawers, POS keyboards, weigh scales, barcode scanners, rear customer displays, receipt printers, gas pump controllers, magnetic and smart card readers, kitchen printers, coin changers, check writers and more.

**BreakPoint 2K** supports Windows98/NT/ME and is 100% communicative across a LAN, direct modem, Internet or FTP Site connection for complete customer maintenance, PLU item maintenance, X or Z reporting, system backups, service programming and product upgrading. **BreakPoint 2K** can support integration through simple flat ASCII text, serial communications, ActiveX integration, SQL, and ODBC.

The BreakPoint 2K Retail Cash System is now able to offer over 50 cashier functions and over 1,000 system flag options. Features include:

- Integrated Credit/Debit Authorization
- 15 Distinct Preferred Shopper Programs
- Graphic Image Customer Display (Optional)
- Clerk and Customer ID by Scan Card
- 50 User-Defined Data Captures
- Universal Gas Pump Interface (Optional)
- Item / Video Rental Option
- Clerk Loss Prevention Option
- Check Cashing Authorization
- Customer Charge Account Tracking

The BreakPoint Retail Cash System defines the ultimate horizons of computerized cashier management. It is simply the most intelligent retail management tool you will ever use.

**Get a Brain. Get BreakPoint.**

The BreakPoint 2K Product Family includes the following components:

- BreakPoint 2K Retail Cash System
- ICD Integrated Customer Display
- IPC Integrated Program Configurator
- BOT Integrated Communications Robot
- LPM Loss Prevention Manager
- BreakPoint Mini A/R System

Customer Profiling & Purchase History
Suspend/Recall and Transaction Cancel
Multiple Printers with Printer Toggle
Multi-Lane Program Configurator
Powerful Electronic Journal Display
Wordwheel PLU and Customer Lookup
Mix & Match Split Level Pricing
Multilevel Limit Quantity Pricing
99 PLU Speed Charts
US Food Stamp Support
Foreign Currency Exchange
Instant 100% Power Fail Recovery
Backroom Cashier Monitoring
Customer and PLU File Sharing
Windows 98/NT/ME Network Support
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